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ABSTRACT
Research'developments in learnins theory over.the

past fifty years have led to principles df behavior which ha,e been
shown in idnumeraple appried settings t.o be valuable in analy'zing and

4 that a significant contrbutionsimulators, h4..se ptinCiples suggesot i

modifying behavlor. When applted to flyiMg training using

could be made 'in improving the way in which instructor pilots teach
, new student-1f via more effective _use ot simulator functions. In

addition, tlying Skills could probably be acquired more readily if
taski were presented in a more systematic manner,-taking the
principles of learning 'into account. When the.simulator is
conceptualized as merely an inferior copy of an aircraft, its
potential as a teaching.device (perhaps-,superior to the actual plan,
in this-regird) is likely to be'overloolked. Thus, a behavioral
analysis of optimal conditidns of learning would Make a major .

contribution to both the-design ana,use of current and tutute flight
simulators. (This report 'deectibes the basic principleS of behavior
And attempts.to relate them to the task of improving flying
traininWs (Author/BM)
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I, InRODUCTION

Psychology- has emerged in the last iew, decades as ilk* science of human behavior with not
only a wel,1 I ounded thedret teal base (Skinner, .1953, 1969 ) but also with a reliable technology,,
( AN llon & A/An, 19681 Band ura 1969 , Rislc*y , 1070). capable o I making significant cotV ributions.
to 'the culture. This technology of behavior change appears well-suite.d t o, applied problems such as
flying training since it ts predicated on an analysis M. behavior which considers learning to he' a
sigmlicam fact i A cohesive t1ir5ory or model of learning in flying training ahd a technology
capable of' improvingIthe acquisition of (lying skills would 'appear iO hc a nat urnl outcome as
sophisticated behavioral tech niqiies are- applied to an important applied problem. When t he

acquisit ion of flying skills occurs hugely at I 5,000 - feet , the process may be difficult to observe
and theretore analyie but the advent of flight sun ula to rs: where condit ions of -learning car be pot
only obseiTtl hut also manipulated direct ly now permits experiment al research on the sarning
process to take place. This merging, of behavioral psychology and problems of flying raining
represents an exciting new area ol applied research which should benefit both areas.

11. APPLIM BLIIAVIOR. ANALYSIS

Om au rly recent ol 50 yeau s of research in learning theory has been a field of
psychologN iii w hich basic. principles of hehayior derived from the laboratory are applied to
problems of human behavior ( t3acm Risky. & Wolf, 1068; Kaialin-, 1978), Termed "Applied
Behavior . this field has made sighificant contributions t o, rehabilitation, mental
tetardat ion. clincal peychology delisquency community psychology, and a variety of related

,h um a s;r vice, specmilties (Ka/din, 1070 ). The..comribut ions haye been 'made possible by advances
in conceptual and met hodological spheres °and have allowed for the .emergence of a technology of
behavior change ( ol t en releried to as ,behavior ihodificat ion ) which promotes improvements in
human learning through an imalysis of the contigencies surround4 'a person's act ions (Skinner,
1053. 1968a 1069). Deficits in behavior are often found to be due o imtdequate antecedents to
prompt bel.lavior, lack a reinforcement for behavior which does occur, or for a variety of

`intOrrelmcd reasons traceable to an cnvironme94 incapable of supporting the desired behavior
( Bailey , in press: Martin. & Pear, 1078).

While the most obvious exanIples of the contribntion o applied behavior analysis may be
-seen, in clinic,ally related field s! advances in the analysis of the educatiohal process have also been
made Keller, 1968: Miller & Weaver, 1976; Skinner, 1068). Here, the approitch has brought the
principles of behavior to bear on the problems of understanding .w hat is 'necessary to establish und
maintain new repert oires. (This approach Itas much in comilion with concurrent developments in
inst ructional technology bin- appears to have eVolved independently ,) With the piecedent set for
t he applicabilit y of behavior analysis to so rrainy varied educathatial areas (ranging fr.om pre -sciis
to. elementary classrooms to college inst ruct ion ), the extension to an analysis of hying Iran
seems predict able

t

III. BASIC l'IiINCInts 01: BEHAym

A.
The .basic principles of behavior presented here represent the resUlts a many years of basic

and applied research. (The Interested Jeacler is, referred Co the Journal (s),(' the rxperimental Ana4rsis
. ,

RI



ol Behavwr and the Journal of Applied Behavioi Analyiis for primary sources of this research.) As
mentioned earlier, most of the applied work 'has been carried -out in health or education related
areas (e g. Bost_ow & 1ailey lt)('9 lwaia, Bailey, Brown, Foshee, & Alpern, 1076; Johnson &

.
Bailey, 1974), and little direct work in military tsaining is available for citation. Eor purvoses Of
exposition. an attempt will be made to relate each ot the basic principles to rile topic of flying
training.

Reinfomernent . Perhaps the. most widely recognized principle in the behavitiral framework is
that of reihorcemen'te*This principle stresses_ the imporlance of the, consequences of behavior, in
particular 'positive,. consequences which follow (i.e., are contingent' upon) a certain action or
response and uhih. strengthen or make the behavior more likely. In flying training, such
consequences are already well institutionalized and may be seen in the form of grades of exams,
verbal feedback .from an 'Instructor Pilot (IP) on- flying proficiency rir, ultimately, promotion for
superior performance. The purpose of a good officer efficiency, report is -to stiengthen thc behavior
leading up to it. (The function of a negative evaluation as a punisher wit" be described. in rhe
next sec(ton.,) There is little diyibt that learning of almost any kind can 1-ie improved through the

- increased use of reinforcement for desirable behavior_ .

i .
.

Two cleat cases in flying training appear relevant here. Since so mucti of the instruction of
'the undergraduate pilot is carried out 'in a one-to-one setting with the IP, 'the opportunity for

Ocreased reinforcement for correct behavior in the form of social -approval is obvious. Informal
observations of IP-student interacAions reveal a dearth 4 ptive feedback. While the research has
not lievkii carried out with this subject population (Broden, Bruce. Mitchell, Carter, & Hall, 1970:
('opeland, Brown. & Hall. 1974-, Hall, Lun4, & Jackson, 1968), the implications seem obvious.
Increased use of approval statements of a positiVe type (e.g., "Hey, that's great." "Very nice
maneuver." -Nicely executed."). arc bound to improve not only learning, but also morale.' Since
most- IN appear disinclined naturally to be a Wellspring of positive feedback, training to improve
this form of communication With stUdents may, need 'to be added to Pilot Instructor Training.

A second example of the yse of _reinforcement can be seen in the way the simulators, are
used _in - teaching. Ari experienced pilot can readily tell from the' instruments and the view shorn
the eockpit When a maneuver has been completed successfully; much Rice ati e'xperienced pianist
can tell when a piece has been played well. For the novice, such automatic feedback_ is absent,
and for rapid learning to take place, it needs to bt supplemented in the early stages of learning.'
TI.;.e addition of counters, tones, or other stimuli_ wtilth could be used to confirm correct
perforiliance .;:ould easily be added to .,the simulated cockpit. With the development of automated
performance measurenient (Wang, Eddowes, Fuller, & Fuller, 1975), tie, feaSibility of having the,
computer continuously monitor And score a stUdent's flying skill seems apparent.-

)'unishment. Any time a cpnseritenee is designed to follow a 'given bit of behavior such that
the strength or probabiltry of the behavior occurring - in the future is -reduced, the process is
referred to as punishment. Since there may well be numerous side effects (Azrin & Holz, JP66)
of using punishment (e.g anxiety and fear may increase, student may associate learning of the. ,
tiisk with aversiveness. or student may learn to avoid the source of the punOer), the 'use' or this
procedure ia.,; not connuonly recommended -in educational setting (Skinner, 198). However, in
'flying training, the student may need to be made very aware of the natural punisher foi . poor
attention to -the data of flying, viz, crashing. Thus./ most .simulators are designed Co provide thisil
feedback to dudent . To-be most effective, simulators could probably be designed to give negative
feedback early' enough to allow the student to correct any eurril. A "freeze" function currently'
exists on Instrument Flight Simulators. In one sense, this function resembles the use. of "Time-Out

\-. from pdsitive reinforcement" (usually referred to siMply as Tn.). in the clinical literature ("Bosti5w
& Illkiley, 1969). if flying the simulator is a reinforcing activity, then being in T.O. for 'a short
time -uPort erring_ in a flying task may 'well be an effective tunisher that cotild be- used more
widely. (Note; Thls author could find, nc' published rerior(s. on ,the" effects- 4 the Treeze-.functiOn
in flying training, thus this analysis should be considered tentative until such applied research has
been carried out.)
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In advanced instruction, 'such us in air-to-au Or air-to-ground combat, it may be worthwhile

to add feedback of a inure rtyliStic, but no doubt aversive nature. Failure to "4:heck six" could
he programmed 'to remilt in a malfunction't hat would simulate the plane's being hit with enemy

... .
lite', for example. A

-, .

.
Shaping !and Chaining. Most good instructoh know that to keep their students interested,

challenged, and mvolvee in- the task at hand, they need to Tontinually raise the (41terion for a

good performance. In behavior theory, this is known as 'shaping" (KaLdin, 1975) and as with the
latter two principles, examples for usage with' IPs and in adaptive simulators may be easily seen.
Lxpect mg an undergraduate pilot to complete an instrument approach correctly on -the first 4ry

Ainav well be setting the standard too high. In reinforcing approximations to the final performance,
the"-good IP will no doubt have a student reach the final criterron more quickly.' As the student
progresses, the criterion can' be raised so that only progressive implovement in performance rates
an approval.

_.

SiM ulatorg could be compute i! lirogrammed so as to Present/. 'asks to student's so that they
would gradually take op an increasing number of the piloting tiinction: In taking off, for
&ample, the student- miiht initially only have to control the throttle but on successive t,akeoffs. .

might be required to manipulate ihe stick to contr() pitch. Later, the student would also..
be required to adjust the trim 0 the elevators, retract the. flaps: and so on. When a. perfect
-takeoff could tie executed, the student would be required to cope with gradually more difficult
crosswinds ami various emergency conditions. Programming ...a ..simulator to require a progressive
increase in behavior does not seem at all unfeasible and would probably greatly reduce the time
required to master many skills.

,.
.

Many behaviors in flying consist of sequences of responses, where early responses must cccur
in a cert- order (e.g., /the overhead pattern) so that the final outcome (Le., a safe landing) can

.2 he achi ed. Analyzed behaviorally, it can be seen that only the last member of a chain is

actually reinforced. This means that early members of the chain will usually note be learned very
readily, and /their slow acquisition may well retard the development of the rest of the chain of
behavior. The most direct solution, which is readily arranged in a simulitor;. Is to have the task
desigrred so that only the last member bf the chain must be carried out to achieve the reinforcer.
With tfie 300 _dive bomb -task, ,,a pilot can' first be positioned so as to fly the final. When this is'
mastered, the roll-in is added and so on until the whole task is completed (see Figure 1).

Promptins and Fading. In the Mitial stages of learning, new behaviors are weak and may not
readily o'ccur when they should: At these times, it may be advisable to add stimuli to help
innate a response such events are called prompts (e.g., Van Houten & Sullivan, _1975). As a
general rule, once, a behavior begins ao occur iegnlarly when the prompt is given; the prompt will
be t'aded.' This use of extra stimuli to cue behavior that can stand alone under naturally occurring
environmental stimuli seems readily applicable ro flying training. For example, in the overhead
pat tern, th.e student must know whin. to put the speed brakes down, when to extend the landing
gear, and when to lower the flaps. A simulator could easily be adapted to cue -these responses at
the proper time, and when they are occurring appropriately, the cues could be faded. Similar usage
of proMpting and fading cues could be combined with shaping (as in triiining the takeoff) to
provide a powerful cOmbination of -behavioral techniques to guarantee the rapid acquisition of
ciamplex tasks.

. .
Discrimination- and Stimulus contml. It is most desirable for pilots to constantly respond to

their envirownent so that they can make ,the necessag adjustments to keep their plane safely
aloft: A pilot who responds appropriately to changes in tho environment is said to be under
stimulus' control, -and this form of responding is clearly a goal of flying training. The Stbdent pilot
must learn to discriminate 'the yarious wind conditions and to develop appropriate responses, ,,to
them, For- example, stimulus control is gained as the student has repeated expoSure to instances of
the stimuli involved, and these are readily programmed "in a simulator. Leirning to cope with an

VS/
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Figure 1. Backward chaining of 300 dive bomb task.

engine failure is safely achieved in a simulator, and clearly, a student who has had several
instances inwhith to detect this malfunction will be better able to respone in an emergency:
Students also need 0 detect changes in wind direction and visibility and to take the necessary'
action. Both conditions can be Programmed in. a simulator and very fine discriminations if both
could be taught using. systematic stimaus presentation techniques.

Stimulus control is also important in advanced training when a pilot must spot a target
quickly and respdnd appropriately. Repeatedly confronting Che 'pilot with a variety or targets and
gradually requiring shorter and shorter.. reacti8n times could improve the acquisition of complex
maneuvers, sucl as the pcp-up which is employed in air-to-ground combat. Arranging for
simulation of enemy aircraft to 'occasionally appear while _pilots are flying formation should also
aid in the development of good visual discrimination.

Generalizadon. Once a behavior 'has been strengthened in one environment theie is a
likelihood that it will occur.,in similar environments; the more- similar the environment, the thore
likely the behavior is to occur. R is, of .course, this form of stimulus genemllzatkm that has
motiva?ed engineets,to make the, kimulator as' much like the plane as possible. It is impottant to
note that in human factors work, when the goal or stitnalus geneNization is sought, the" effects

4
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ot increased similarity between The
chimges to behavior, and thc costs

Adding in tor exampk, to a

enhance perform ice in the large
sophisticated hydraulic systenis
visual Reid may
landings (Perry,
t I amine,

When a response is st rengthened and t

occurring, responses generahzation -has been s
ti( ,behaviors verbally (e.g.: takeoff procedures
late! time. Neu/Icing visual,motor tracking
adinsonents in the stick necessary to mai
certain maneuver (Prather, 1978) may wel1.1

,

rulator and the aircraft. must he measured by looking at
increased fidelity must be Weighed against the 'benefits.

sui ulator wIth a wraparound visual field may not . actually
a craft (Martin & Wang, 1978) and furthermore, the

necessary for motion are costly. Research to discover how much
hs_tequired to allow a nulator to be used in certaik vaneuvers, such as carrier
1078), also demonstrate the importance of stimulus generalization in king/-\

s then increases the pro-laabllity of similar respon`ses
"d to have taken .place. Learning a certain sequence

should lead to their actually boing eertonned at a
s cora Increase the ability to fte the fine

Awer attitude. Indeed, mentally rehearsing a

perfonnance of critical flying skills.

FLYING TRAUNIK, AND SIMULATORS

Leahung to tly an aircraft is unique in that
mote thana It ihna grade. It is perhaps the literal
has led, and rightly so. to conservative itrategies fo
transfer of training, the aircraft itself has been prefer
for *aching flying skills. Ilowever, economic to-nti
tianslated mkt. a guideline from the Office of Managen
2.5% by 1981 (t'oni mit tee , on the Armed Services, 1976
meet thm goal and still maintain high standards of \
possible in the training process. Simulators have come a k
tank ma' his pilot maker- in 1929. The development oi
pot eetially , of almost exactly duplicating every featirre of
indeed (ftagi!) & Smith, 1974). While engineering techno
great strides in providing for fidelity of visual (Ness,. Se
197540, and handling characteristics (Kron, 1 97 5b), few advat
day simulator as, an ideal teaching device have been made
expeuenced Vot, there is a natural. tendency to use a simul
used, . thus overlooking the fact that the aircraft itself is cerit

...adequate preparation "for thc task can lead to
e or death nature -ol, the consequences that
training. Rather than risk less than perfect

d over the use of modern day, simulators
encies and fuel shortr*s have become
nt and Budget to reduce flying hours by

PreSumably, the only reasonable way to
fety to employ simulatots wCionever
rg way since the. pioneering work df Ed
ic full-niaion simulator that is capable,
kin operational aircraiLhas been Kecant

gy and computer scfence haye made
& Albery, 1975), motion (Kron,

cs in exploring the) use of a modern
(Cellos t977a). In the hands of an
tor mrich like 1.1ie aircraft would be
inly a less than perfect setting for

maximizing the acquisition of skills required to fly a plane.' Safety requires he IP to put proper
maneuvering above anal g the instructiOnal _process and th stress involv In ofrectini strident
errorSrmay result. in less than optimal* forms of fee back. Since the coc It is 'operational and the
instrumarts require *constant monitoring to maintain proper !attitude, the student may: be %lay
overloaded with information 'in the early stages on instillation and be I:m*14 to progress it
systematically as would be dgirable. No opportunity to practice a i3,articulakpart of r maneuver in-the
aircraft is feasibrk even though it would perhaps be most desirable friam a learning point of view.

' V. %TUE DESIGN OF SIMULATORS

,,

Historically, engrineers and pilots have been principalty re$onsbile,. r the dargn of
simulators, and.-,tt should come as do surprise That fidelity 10 imitlite thq'Laircraft has been the
prirruiry goal of the development effort (Cato, I777b). Any botion that psyeholOgical fidelity Is

the real goal has been ignored, and tile 'proposition that simulators should be designed plimarily as

training devices is vi9ua1ly unheard:of in simulator design dicta (Caro, 1977b). .
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Current advanced simulators .are equipped with certain training "features" that are -presumed
to facilitate the acquisition of flying skills (Metes, 1978, 3979: Islay & Miller, 1976). In some
wises, the features are sinle hardware applications (programmed' malfunctions, hard copy printout):
ii others, these features merely mimic what -3\ instructor might do (automatic briefing, theckride,
tdd demonstration). Only a few of the features would appear to approach the potentild of a
sophistitated record/playback or of adaptive training, and in rig case blot the features been
adequately evaluated (.1sley & Miller, 1976). Even their limited usage is based upon an unvalidated
model of beleolor change. This practieeof designing simulator "training" features on the model of
the instructor has, no doubt, severely retat-tled the developMent of a model of flying training. An
alternative model .would emphasize the skills to be acquired and sufrst more effective ways oC
_training 'based upon a 'task analysis. From this Itimdel should flow implications for the training
features and procedures and research to ewduate them prior to their incorporation in .the training
syllabus or. installat'ion in future training simulators.

The lack of appreciation lot the role of the simulator as a teathirig device is understat4able
. in light of the relatively recent emergence of a helutviorally based -technology of teachin and the

eNfact that psychologists specialiiing in dile leurthng p.u)cess have not been involved ilk the design
pfiasts, of simulator development. This oversight. upon .investigation, is directly traceable to the
conspicuous absence ol any substantial body of knowledge demonstrating how the principles pi
learning can be used( to Improve simulator deployment. )-low the 'significant body of relevant'

.leseaech in applied behavior analysis could tiave escaped the attention of those involved in
simulator research is. difficult ro explain. The need for correction of thiQ,glaring deficit is greater

,than can be met in one papet, but a start needs to he made.

VI. BEHAVIORAL/TASK ANALYSIS OF FLYING TRAINING:-
A NEW MODEL FOR SIM JLATOR DESIGN

Any task which can he readily observed can be analy ed behaviorally. Fliing a sophisticated
,

jet airciaft, although admittedly a diffiJult task, is not di'fferent in principle from carrying out any
othetocomplex sequence of behaviors. Viewed in 'the abstract, it may be seen as a .set of rapid,
coptinuous, fine-motm responses to a multiplicity of visual and proprioceptive cues fmm both
inside and outside the aircraft. What makes the task unusual is that decisions and responses must
be made so rapidly and flawlessly, since either a delayed response or an incorrect judgment could
be fatal. It is this latter element , no doubt, thal puts such stress on the pilot and which probably
makes acquisition of the motor skills ill the aucTaft tself so labile.

A behavioral analysis of flying, then, would begin with a micro analysis of the ,iskskko be
acquired (Meyer, Laveson, Weissman, & Eddowes, 1974) and would then proceed to determine
how each task could be simplified for purpose of instruction. This general approach is already
used., in so-called "part task" trainers, such 'as the T-4, where students learn to respond to the
instuament 'panel before they spend- any time in; the actual aircraft. The Aim Force has- also
recognitted the contribution of cognitive pretraining in facilitating the acquisition of flying skills
(Smith, Waters, & Edwards, 1975) which is clearly a method of simplifying a task by presenting
certiiin of the tnaterials in a different format -and in a different point in-time from the rest of
the task. With simplification of the ;tisk as the goal for any beievioral analysis, one may begin to
aSk 'how a task can be broken down.

Component Analysis. One way of analyzing a complex task is to look at the coin nents
which make up the whole task .and to deterMine how they can be taught more efficirCntly (Meyer
et al., 1974), lianding a 'Plime, for example, requires that the ,student be able to fly
straight-and.level, do steep turns, fly .4 gradual descent, all the while..keeping ihe airspeed properly
adjuisted, correcting 'for crosswinds, and so on.. cfn the operational aircraft, these behaviors must be
peiformed concurrently, whereas-Aln the shnulator they could theoretically -be presented as separate
tasks and then later -be required as more and more comprx concurrent operants.)

10 .



. .
Orain or Sequence Analysis.. Another way of analyzing a flying task is to view it as a. chrpin

of behavior. In this conaelmualizailon, the pilot must execute a. sequence of behaviors in a certain
order (the overhead pattern is also an excellent 'ample f this). With long chains, aequisition of
the task is frequently difficult because the early er or components of the chain are so far
reinoved from the reinforcer. Such chains of behavior can bo simplified, and therefore prosumably.
taught more efficiently, if they are presented in a backward sequence.

Dimension of Difficulty Analysis. Still another way to analyze a difficult task is to
aternitne the din-tenns which are responsible for making it difficult..Some skills' may be hard
to acquire becaus they require too rapid mdtor responses (time dimension). In such ses, a
capability forkperfor ning a -task (e.g., straflq. or formation flying)* initially in slow mod might
allow the student o master the motor skills first and than be required to pfrform the. , sk at
faster and feat speed until normal operational velocities are reached. (It should be clear that a
simulator is the only feasible deVie for such training to take place and that such a use of the
simulator represents a potentially important feature which is independent of the fidelity of Its,-motion or visual systenr,r ,

Size becomes an important dimension when one considers tasks such as bombing or strafing. where a larger or more salient target b eta'slitk_ to kir init. tally. Thus, the simulated viatill scene
couldiii)e programmed to have large targets readily discernible from the background. Thea targets
would be used early in a bombing training task, and as the student gained proficiency, the targets
could* be automatically made smaller and. .more difficult tp spot. Presumably a similar strategy
could be used in simplifying any task that requires a motor response to,-.lopse small segment of
the visual environment (e.g., aerial delivery of cargo OT -in-flight refueling). :-/

Augmented .Feedback. Still another way to simplify a task for pm-poses of instruction is to
determine if judgmentWi aids might be developed to improve performance. Such aids can be used
to enhance a feature of the environment, such as- height and distance froni the runway, as with
visual approach slope indicator -(VASI) that ,permits a more rafTil acquisition of landing. A similar
device for terrier landings (the so-called ';rneatball") and another ald _tor improving bombing
tilughes, Paulsen, Brooks, & Jones, 1978) illustrate ...the notion of providing additional cues to
pilots to Improve performance. .

.

Sfontnary of BehavionulTask Analysis Model. This brief introduction to th behavloral0/taske,,
analysis, model should serve as a clear contrast to the current deployment of simula rs. Designing
a simulator around a model of an instructor .pilot who feels most comfortable teaching in an
actual plane is destined to be replaced with a model baked en an analysis of the tasks to be
taught. A sophisticated behavior/task analysis employing research which shows how tasks can be
broken into eomponents, the components ordered sequentially, and the dimensions of difficuity
adjusted so that acquisition of a skill proceeds ,smoothly and quicklY. seems in keeping with ,the
current state-of-the-aft ' in computer-generated visual systems and other recent engineering
developments.

7;
VW APPLICATION OF THE MODE L: A PREVIEW

s ,

Bilis rate the application of the behavioral/tisk anafcrsis rmitl, a hypothetical case will be
given. Learning to land in aircraft is dearly one of the most difficult tasks for a .new pH& to
master (Eddowes & King, 1975) and provides in excellent example ,of hOw the model might be
employL

The overheall" pattern is a ready eXample of a chain of behaviors consisting of the Initial
iipproach, doWnwind leg, final turn, and final .approach. The model would suggest that training on

. the Last segment would._ba niost fruitful. The -first; step would be to determine the behavioral

1 4
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components of the Anal appiach and would use cognit we pretraming where "feasible to plepar e the. .

student for each component. The student must be able to adjust the speed brutes, control pitch
attitude, and adjust the thiot Ho, lot .example, in the roundout phase of the final approach. Fhe
simulator would be programmed to' requite that the student take responsibility for each of" these
concurient hehamis in sonic specific older. Sundady, the components of the touchdo\ and the
landing loll would be presented to the student in a graduated mannei. When all of the conil ioents had
been acquired, the simulator wwild be Positioned "on final" and the student required t complete
this portion of the overhead pat tem to criterion.. (The tiaining to this point would be highly
individualized m terms of nine to criterion, although all students would go thiough training in the
same order.) This approach or teaching the last part of the overhead pattern first, not only alloWs
the student to experience the unmediate reinfoleement (a sale- lahtling), hut also provides
o*rkaining of tThu part of the task which is most difficult. When the final, can be evcuted to
criterion. the final lurn would be added to the chain. Here again, the components of thi% segment
would be presented, via preprogrammed exercises in the simulator, until the student could txecute
all ot them successfully (trinimmg, slowing anspeed, collecting foi wind conditions, etc.). At this
point, the student would be positioned just, at the beginning of the final turn and would then fly
Ow lest of the pattern. To facilitate the acquisition oritiese two comptme\its, the simulator would
lk adjusted so that they could be flown- initially in slow !notion. With etich sikeri-ssful execution,
the simulator wotild Nogram faster speeds until normal operatIonal speeds were reached. In
addition, an exua wide runway could be provided on the Ins( few r ties, and jj would gradually be
made nairower and mirrowei On each pasIs until the nounal width was reached. Ne'xt, tlw
downwind leg would he added, and so on, working backwaid. wi.n.e training the components and
adiusting the dimensions ol difficulty at each stage.

this 'approach to teaching a task to. a new student could be programmed into an, advanced
simulator wiihout any additional hardware being required, and altho4h the process may. sound
lengthy, it would sict natty take less time than is normally. Jequired to learn a task. Furthermore,
the backward chain allows a student to gain immediate hositive l'Odhaek for a correct
performance which should contribute to rapid acquisit On of the skill.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RVCOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of ale above disctission has_ been to lay out the basic riamewcrrk of the
behavior analysis approach and to suggest ways that the principles of behavior might be applied to
flying . training. Since there is little debate that flying is 2n acquired sknl, one may immediately
begin to ask what principles of behavior relate mi.ist directly to the acquisition of the repertoire.
Clearly there is a great deal of research to he done inasmuch as the foundation.has yet to be
laid. The fohowing very basic questions have .yet TO be asked. What teaching techniques does an
IP use to improve learning? How best can the functions currently found on most modern
simulati be -used? How should the "freete" be used? .Sbould it- he used as a time-out or shouldsrif
the st in ent be allowed tic initiate the freeze mode to allow a moinentitry reduction in infOrmation
overload? When should replay he employed and does it wally enhance learning? How might
individualized instruction techniques be used "A-o accelerate learning?

In the larger realm of simulator design, not even the simplest questions have yet' been
considered. Whrit ate the effects of automated adaptive instruction on the acquisition of flying
skills? How maY the components of each task he analyzed, and what is the frst sequence (or
teaching them? P(ow might immediate automatic feedbael4 from the computer ,be used to enhance
learning and Increase nmtivation? What visual aids could be developed to facilitate the' acquisiticm
of complex flying repertoires'? How are these' prompts *best faded. from the environment'? flow!(,
might the, special characteristics -of the simujator, such-a_s flying in slow minion, enlarging parts of
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the visual scene, and giving control of many operations to the computer, be used to speed up '
flying training while reducing eriors 'and improving generalization to the aircraft?

The prospect of entering this nev era of simulator research is exciting and the payoff to
both the field of psychology as well as the All .Force sluSuld be great indeed.
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